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Ethno World Auction
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$200 - $400

Lot # 404

404 Brass Hindu Goddess, 15 1/4"
$40 - $60

Lot # 401

405 Two Chinese tile topped side tables.
$50 - $75

402

406 Large Chinese signed vase.
$175 - $200

Asian styled floor lamp.

407 Afghan flint lock rifle with bone inlay, 57 1/2".
$75 - $150

$25 - $50

408 Asian carpet, approximately 6'2" x 9'.
$150 - $250

401 Elephant tusk mounted bell with striker.

409 Set of three jade stone table centrepieces set with
candle holders

$25 - $50

Lot # 403

410 Chinese hardwood coffee table.
$50 - $75

403 Gong and mallet in stand.

Lot # 411

411 Plaster terracotta soldier, 40".
$75 - $125

$75 - $125

412 Native carved & painted cedar talking stick signed
SWM LTG 1952- 2000, 59".

414 Framed Chinese gilt carving.
$15 - $30

$100 - $200

415 Framed Chinese embroidery of Imperial Dragon.
$75 - $125

Lot # 412

416 Blue porcelain Chinese vase on hardwood stand.
$50 - $100

Lot # 413

Lot # 417

417 Bronze figure of a Samurai, 8 1/4".
$50 - $75

413

Lot # 418

418 Small Asian cabinet fitted with drawers and
cabinet.

$75 - $125

Gauche illustration for PG 16, after Virginia
McCoy.

$75 - $100



Japanese woodblock - Yoshiiko, 14" x 9 1/2".

Lot # 421

421 Japanese woodblock - Kunisada, 14" x 9".
$50 - $100

$50 - $100

422 Framed Chinese painting on glass, 18" x 12".
$40 - $60

Lot # 419

423 Watercolour on fabric attributed to James Yeh-Jau
Lin, "Harbour Scene".

$40 - $60

Lot # 420

Lot # 424

424 Two Japanese woodblock prints signed Tamami
Shima dated 1960 & 1961- one numbered 81/100.

$50 - $100

420

Lot # 425

425 Numbered print signed Dean Heron, 2006, 5" x
21" "Thunderbird Canoe".

$50 - $75

Japanese woodblock - Kunisada, 14" x 9 1/2".

Lot # 426

426 Asian blue and white porcelain panel, 17" x 31".
$100 - $150

$75 - $125

419

$150 - $300

427

430 Chinese hardwood sofa and a pair of matching
armchairs.

$150 - $250

Framed Asian embroidered panel.

428

Lot # 431

431 Oil on canvas unsigned, 34" x 36", "Eagle with
Orca".

$150 - $300

Planes style eagle feather headdress.

432 Chinese framed ink on paper, "Scholar Seated
Outside at Table".

$25 - $50

$100 - $150

Lot # 433

433 Inuit stone carving, "Otter with Fish".
$75 - $125

$20 - $40

434 Chinese floral decorated porcelain plate with
stand.

$25 - $50

Lot # 429

Lot # 435

435 Early 20th century Yixing "Hundred Fruit" teapot, 6
1/2".

$150 - $250

429 Chinese circular porcelain in a pierced hardwood
frame, 14 5/8".



Early 20th century two part wine pot "8 Qualities of
Life", 4 1/4".

$100 - $200

436

439 Blanc de Chin Buddha.
$150 - $300

Inuit carved bone ptarmigan.

Lot # 437

440 Oriental champleve vase with two ring handles, 8
3/4".

$50 - $75

437

Lot # 441

441 Numbered print signed Patrick Amos, 18" x 19",
"Thunderbird and Whale".

$75 - $125

Pair of totems signed Nancy Williams, 16 3/4".

442 Red lacquered Stupa.
$50 - $75

$250 - $500

443 Native carved mask.
$25 - $50

$75 - $125

Lot # 444

444 Small Asian cabinets with brass banding.
$50 - $75

Lot # 438

438

Lot # 445

449 Pair of brass geese, 13 1/2" and 10".
$40 - $60

446

Lot # 450

450 Carved hardwood stand.
$25 - $50

Chinese carved hardwood table lamp with original
shade.

451 Red lacquered offering bowl on three feet.
$40 - $60

$30 - $60

452 Afghan saddle bag.
$50 - $75

445 Ceramic horse, 15", marked "Hong Kong" and
"3643" on the bottom.

453 Large collection of Chinese mud men.
$50 - $100

447 Asian stool with inlaid mother of pearl - garden
seat.

454 Japanese Satsuma vase.
$25 - $50

$40 - $60

455 Collection of four solid ground cloissone vases -
various sizes.

$75 - $125

$150 - $300

456 Chinese hardwood open shelves.
$100 - $150

Lot # 448

457 Pair of Japanese watercolours on silk, 15 3/4" x 11
1/4", "Geisha Girls". (58)

$40 - $60

448 Salish pierced woven cedar two handled basket-
13" x 7 3/4" & a woven cedar basket.

458 Japanese red lacquered tilt-top table.
$20 - $40

$100 - $150



$150 - $300

Lot # 459

Lot # 463

463 Inuit stone carved seal, 9 1/2".
$75 - $125

460

464 Tibetan turquoise and coral decorated cuff
bracelet.

$50 - $75

Ethnographic wooden large mask of a head.

465 Silver pendant by Chief Frank Nelson (D2014).
$25 - $50

$50 - $75

466 Pair of silver earrings by Dennis Matilpi (D2008).
$25 - $50

459 Japanese woodblock by Kunimitsu II, 10 1/4" x
15".

467 Silver bracelet by Marilyn McKee.
$20 - $40

461 Four Chinese Mother of Pearl style decorated
panels.

Lot # 468

468 Sioux type beaded arrow quiver with arrows.
$50 - $100

$150 - $300

Lot # 469

469 Sino-Tibetan horn beaded prayer necklace with
lapis separators.

$150 - $200

$50 - $100

470 Inuit stone carving of a human face wearing
annarack over a seal, 13 3/4".

$75 - $150

Lot # 462

471 ASian painted four panel screen.
$75 - $125

462 Set of Asian carved ivory graduated elephants on
wooden stand, 15".

473

477 Asian red lacquered offering bowl.
$20 - $40

Large silver overlay "Dual Phoenix" guardian
tower.

478 African drum.
$10 - $20

$150 - $300

479 Satsuma teapot and lidded pot.
$15 - $25

$15 - $30

480 Bronze table ornament-Shiva.
$50 - $75

474 Carved African figurine of a woman with basket.

481 Carved plaque signed WJS - Phoenix motif.
$15 - $25

$15 - $30

Lot # 482

482 Antique Balinese carved hibiscus wood column
capital, 8" x 8".

$75 - $125

472

483 Oriental ink on gilt paper hand scroll, "Buddha's
Talk on Birth".

$150 - $250

475 Green and metal Japanese vase with stand in
case.

Lot # 484

484 Oriental dark Tuan stone inkwell with fitted case.
$100 - $200

$50 - $100

485 Carved fish bowl with abalone eyes.
$15 - $30

Japanese doll on stand.

486 3 Balinese carved wooden floral tiles.
$40 - $60

Lot # 473

476

487 Carving of an eagle and mask.
$25 - $50

Chinese carved hardwood figure of a kneeling
woman.

488 Chinese hardwood set of open shelves.
$100 - $200

$20 - $40



490

494 Chinese vase with certificate, 20 1/2", "Blue and
White".

$50 - $75

Chinese two handled vase with gilt decoration,
21".

495 Asian wood block stamps.
$20 - $40

$75 - $125

496 Chinese lacquered chest.
$40 - $60

$50 - $100

497 Chinese semi-precious stone tree in jardiniere.
$30 - $50

491 Three silk sari's.

498 Pair of carved Chinese panels.
$100 - $150

$20 - $40

499 Two carved totems and an orca.
$50 - $100

489

500 Silkscreen on fabric,"Hooded Figure"
$30 - $60

492 3 Asian decorated bamboo panels.

501 Chinese crackleware vase, 11 1/2".
$20 - $40

$20 - $40

502 Three Inuit carved dark stone birds.
$50 - $75

Carved Chinese panel.

503 Cedar carved eagle mask signed Lawrence
Andrew.

$40 - $60

Lot # 490

493

504 Inuit stone carving of a seated figure with bird
signed Mackosie, 6 3/4".

$30 - $60

Pair of Chinese cloissone vases with stands in
box.

$75 - $125

Lot # 508

508 Chinese ink painting, 14" x 11", "Little
Companion".

$25 - $50

Lot # 505

509 Print signed R. Vickers, 21" x 16", "Tsimshian
Woman".

$40 - $60

Lot # 506

510 Ink on paper after Reisho, 10 1/2" x 18", "Wading
Bird".

$50 - $100

506

Lot # 511

511 Watercolour & calligraphy on paper signed
Shaomeri Chen, 38" x 14 "The Wanderer".

$100 - $200

Chinese early woven hat with leather banding, 9".

512 Inuit etched soapstone picture, "Dog Team".
$20 - $40

$100 - $150

513 Chinese fan water colour in frame.
$100 - $200

505 Northwest coast native lid, 10 1/2".

514 Chinese vase, 16 1/2", "Village Scene".
$50 - $75

507 Inuit large carved stone bird, 8 1/2".

515 Oriental jewelery box.
$30 - $50

$50 - $75

516 Australian decorative mask.
$20 - $40

$100 - $150



$20 - $40

2 calligraphy and paintings books.

518

521 Chinese vase, 16", "Flower Basket".
$50 - $75

African carving from Zambia.

522 Pair of Chinese "Dragon" rugs.
$50 - $100

$15 - $30

523 Collection of five floral decorated cloissone vases.
$75 - $125

$50 - $100

Lot # 524

524 Sino-Tibetan ceremonial Dzi bead bracelet.
$75 - $125

519 Kalaga.

Lot # 525

525 Oriental spinach green glazed imperial dragon
bowl, D 6 1/2", H 3"

$150 - $300

$40 - $60

Lot # 526

526 Burmese spinach icy jadeite bangle with a pair of
jadeite pendants.

$150 - $250

517

Lot # 527

527 Oriental coral necklace.
$100 - $200

520 Camel saddle bags.

$100 - $150

Lot # 528

532 Satsuma plate.
$30 - $50

529

533 Chinese vase with certificate, 15 1/2", "Birds and
Flowers".

$50 - $75

Oriental large inside painted bottle.

534 Pair of jardiniere stands.
$40 - $60

$30 - $50

535 Asian rug.
$10 - $20

528 Oriental icy jadeite bangle with crystal jadeite
buddha pendant.

536 Korean watercolour - "River Scene".
$40 - $60

Lot # 530

537 Korean watercolour - "Coastal Landscape".
$25 - $50

530 Chinese green celadon flower shallow dish.

538 Japanese style dish by Toyo.
$20 - $40

$100 - $200

539 Japanese porcelain dragon decorated tea set.
$100 - $150

$100 - $200

Lot # 540

540 Japanese porcelain three footed plate, 7 1/4".
$50 - $75

Lot # 531

541 Pair of Satsuma vases.
$100 - $150

531 Oriental "Blessing of Lady Lotus" censer.



546 Chinese brown glazed metal rimmed shallow dish,
7 1/2".

$100 - $200

543

547 Pair of Chinese stone carved vases.
$10 - $20

Japanese porcelain dish by Toyo, 10".

548 Satsuma Japanese porcelain part tea set.
$40 - $60

$25 - $50

549 Chinese blue and white vase.
$20 - $40

$25 - $50

Lot # 550

550 Silver overlaid incense sphere on a stand, "Bird
Garden".

$75 - $125

544 Pair of marble vases, 8".

551 Asian vase decorated with soldiers.
$20 - $40

$25 - $50

552 Chinese signed shallow dish.
$30 - $50

542

553 Asian Foo dog incense burner.
$20 - $40

545 Ox blood Chinese vase, (signed).

554 Indigenous woven basket.
$10 - $20

$25 - $50

Lot # 555

555 Chinese red hill culture blessing stone dragon on a
stand.

$75 - $125

Lot of teak and palm cutlery.

556 Japanese late 19th C coloured photo.
$50 - $75

Lot # 543

Lot # 546

562 Pair of Chinese table lamps without shades.
$25 - $50

$30 - $40

563 Oriental ink on jute paper painting, "Virtue of
Bamboo"

$200 - $400

$40 - $60

564 Native type talking stick from Banff.
$10 - $15

Lot # 559

565 Rubbing of Hanshan and Shide, 24" x 30".
$40 - $60

559 Butterfly patterned large Chinese porcelain teapot
with bronze handle, 6 1/2".

566 Chinese hardwood tall cabinet.
$50 - $100

$50 - $150

Lot # 567

567 Pair of antique Chinese blue and vases, 14".
$75 - $150

557

568 Chinese soapstone chop with animal on top.
$15 - $30

560 Limited edition print signed and dated 1970
numbered 99/300, "Figure with Bird on Shoulder".

569 Oriental carved bone netsuke- sea shells.
$15 - $30

$25 - $50

570 Set of four gaming dragon decorated dishes.
$20 - $40

Soapstone double ink pot in box.

Lot # 571

571 Pair of oriental heavy copper ceremonial dishes.
$100 - $150

558

561

572 Jade pin and a Satsuma brooch.
$10 - $20

Tibetan Monastery block print of a dragon.

573 Oriental soapstone carved seal with foo dog
carved top in case.

$15 - $30

$100 - $150

Chineses crackleware blue glazed jardiniere.



$50 - $100

Two silver inlaid Bidri boxes, 2 3/8".

579 Oriental bone comp.
$10 - $20

$40 - $60

580 Chinese teapot.
$20 - $40

$25 - $50

581 Sterling silver Indonesian frog, 1".
$40 - $60

Lot # 576

582 Thai silver beads and Baltic amber necklace.
$150 - $300

576 Pair of oriental "Five Tigers" paper weights and a
medallion.

583 Silver Acanthus leaf lapel pin.
$40 - $60

$50 - $100

Lot # 584

584 Sino-Tibetan "Dare Devil" ceremonial conch, 7
1/2".

$50 - $75

574

585 Group of four incense holders.
$15 - $30

577 Native ceramic tray-Haida Bear.

586 Two Indonesian silver filigree boxes set with
gemstones, 1/2".

$20 - $40

$15 - $30

587 Silver bracelet by Nancy Dawson.
$25 - $50

Small collection of ivory and other carvings on
stand.

588 Silver pendant on a chain by Nancy Dawson.
$20 - $40

575

Lot # 578

589 Silver pendant on a chain by Gilbert Pat.
$20 - $40

578 Collection of three fashion jewelery bracelets.

$20 - $40

Antique ivory beaded necklace.

596 Chinese hardwood side chair.
$15 - $30

$200 - $300

597 Book of Chinese watercolours and calligraphy.
$25 - $50

$20 - $40

598 Jardiniere stand.
$25 - $50

592 Chinese red and yellow beaded necklace.

599 African tribal doll.
$20 - $40

$20 - $40

600 Oriental red cinnabar vase, 10 1/8".
$20 - $30

590

601 Stone carved bison unsigned.
$15 - $30

593 Indonesian carved wooden sculpture.

602 Soapstone bust signed Dorothea TomTom.
$20 - $40

$20 - $40

603 Carved ethno style bar cabinet.
$20 - $40

Pair of silver earrings by Gilbert Pat.

Lot # 604

604 Artist's proof print signed Arthur Vickers dated '97
numb.I/VIII, "Legacy".

$150 - $300

Lot # 591

594

605 Ethnographic wooden head mask.
$25 - $50

Japanese plate.

606 Dragon decorated vase.
$50 - $75

$10 - $20

607 Chinese hardwood nest of tables.
$50 - $100

591

608 Three framed Batik.
$40 - $60

595 Side table fitted with a drawer.



612 Persian runner, approx. 2'9" x 13'6".
$100 - $200

Lot # 609

613 Chinese dragon rug.
$150 - $200

610

614 Chinese celadon glazed dish with seal on
hardwood stand.

$50 - $100

Lot of six soapstone carvings.

Lot # 615

615 Chinese dark and purple glazed pottery wine bowl,
D 4 3/4", H 3".

$75 - $100

$40 - $60

616 Asian bone carving of a man.
$15 - $30

609 Inuit whale bone carving- Narwhal Hunter in
Kayak, 12".

Lot # 617

617 Asian carved jade butterfly 3 1/4" on stand.
$150 - $200

611 Sealskin boots.

Lot # 618

618 Chinese Ch'ing era military officer's helmet top
statues bead.

$75 - $125

$15 - $30

Lot # 619

619 Oriental yellow glazed scholar dish- Guangxu
mark, 5 1/4".

$200 - $300

$50 - $75

624 Silver bracelet by Val Lancaster.
$25 - $50

621

625 Pair of silver earrings by Don Lancaster.
$20 - $40

Oriental blue and white "Blossom " wine cup.

626 Silver and copper pendant on a chain by Don
Lancaster.

$20 - $40

$50 - $75

627 Collection of seven small cloissone vases.
$75 - $100

$15 - $30

628 Asian scroll.
$15 - $30

622 Organic shaped Baltic amber pendant with gold
and silver on a chain, 27g

Lot # 629

629 Carved cedar talking stick signed Sean Moody, 38
1/4".

$75 - $125

$150 - $200

630 Oriental jade coloured ceramic charger.
$75 - $100

620

631 Brass bell and lid.
$20 - $40

Lot # 623

632 Large Chinese coloured mud man.
$20 - $40

623 Oriental silver overlaid jade handled teapot.

633 Chinese shallow carved soapstone lotus dish.
$25 - $50

$150 - $250

634 Chinese semi-precious stone tree in jardiniere.
$25 - $50

Figure of "Ganesh" mounted on a soapstone
stand.

Lot # 621



$15 - $30

635

Lot # 638

638 Carved cedar hanging signed John Joseph '83,
26" "Pole".

$75 - $125

Chinese silk hanging.

Lot # 636

Lot # 639

639 Chinese "Nine Dragon of Dominance" enameled
plate, 13 1/8".

$50 - $75

636

640 Oriental watercolour on paper hand scroll, "Young
Herder".

$150 - $300

Chinese green and white crackleware glazed
vase, 22".

641 Asian table with porcelain plaque.
$25 - $50

$50 - $75

642 Chinese jar and lid.
$50 - $75

$75 - $150

Lot # 643

643 Chinese metal casted purple clay teapot.
$75 - $125

637 Three small semi-precious stone trees in
jardinieres.

645

649 Scroll weight.
$10 - $20

Jadeite stamp.

Lot # 650

650 Sino-Tibetan magnetic asteroid prayer bead.
$75 - $125

$15 - $30

651 Brain coral pendant on cord.
$40 - $60

644 Pair of oriental metal casted marble foo dog paper
weights.

652 Collection of cloissone napkin rings, lidded box, 2
lidded pots, vases, etc.

$25 - $50

646 Netsuke.

653 Carved African figure with spears.
$15 - $25

$25 - $50

Lot # 654

654 Chinese mid./late 19th. century silk valence.
$250 - $350

$75 - $100

655 Chinese embroidered revolving disc on stand.
$50 - $75

647 Blue and white ink pot, "Boats and Mountains.

656 Chinese carved and pierced octagonal stand.
$25 - $50

$25 - $50

657 Oriental watercolour album, "Lone Fisherman".
$200 - $300

Lot # 658

658 Pair of antique blue and white vases with lids, 15".
$75 - $150

Lot # 644

648

659 Chinese watercolour scroll with mountain
landscape.

$25 - $50

Collection of three netsukes.
$25 - $50



Taoist figure, approximately 12".

661

Lot # 664

664 Chinese long scroll watercolour- "Landscape".
$400 - $600

Decorative African mask.

Lot # 665

665 India carved knife and fork.
$50 - $75

$10 - $20

666 Chinese styled table lamp.
$15 - $30

$50 - $100

667 Chinese vase with stand, 16", "Seated Girl".
$50 - $100

662 Asian red and black lacquered offering bowl and
Stupa.

668 Two Native carvings.
$15 - $30

$40 - $60

669 Mixed media on rice paper, "A Thousand
Buddhas".

$40 - $60

660

Lot # 670

670 Oriental silver overlaid "Blessing from Tibet" wine
ewer.

$125 - $175

663 Large Chinese carpet, approx. 9' x 9'.

Lot # 671

671 Chinese gilt heavy metal military order stamp.
$75 - $125

$100 - $200

674 Oriental "Rooster Blood" stone scholar seal.
$50 - $100

$75 - $125

Lot # 675

675 Collection of a silver overlaid "Kirin" pendant and a
"Wheel" ring.

$50 - $100

Lot # 672

676 Pair of silver earrings by Brent Campbell.
$20 - $40

Lot # 673

677 Silver pendant pin by Jeff Pat.
$25 - $50

673

Lot # 678

678 Chinese creamy white petal decorated wide bowl.
$75 - $125

Chinese "Crane of Longevity" silvered incense
burner.

679 Organic shaped Baltic amber pendant with gold
and silver on chain 22g.

$100 - $150

$150 - $300

680 Two framed Chinese embroideries.
$100 - $200

672 Japanese Showa era pottery jar, D 3 1/2", H 3".

Lot # 674



680A Chinese hardwood dining table with 12 chairs.

Lot # 680C

680C Chinese hardwood buffet and hutch.
$100 - $200

$250 - $500

681 Asian carpet, approx. 4'9" x 8'6".
$100 - $200

Lot # 680A

682 Carved Chinese panel.
$50 - $100

Lot # 680B

Lot # 683

683 Cicada trapped in beeswax pendant.
$50 - $100

680B

Lot # 684

684 Collection of three silver overlaid bangle,
openwork, & dragon bracelets

$75 - $125

Chinese hardwood sideboard.
$150 - $250

689 Chinese russet crude jade stone blessing disc,
10".

$150 - $300

Lot # 686

690 Inuit carved stone bird.
$15 - $30

686

691 Pair of silver earrings by Paddy Seaweed.
$25 - $50

Sewed Oriental wrapped booklet, 10" x 7 1/2

692 Silver spoon pendant by Norman Seaweed.
$20 - $40

$250 - $500

693 Silver barrette by Paddy Seaweed.
$25 - $50

685 Nootka reeded basket with fitted interior, 10".

694 Inuit carved stone plaque signed on bottom, 11
1/2".

$50 - $75

687 Chinese/Japanese crackle glazed porcelain food
bowl.

695 Thai silver & glass beaded necklace.
$100 - $200

$50 - $100

696 Silver cufflinks by John Lancaster.
$20 - $40

$75 - $125

697 Silver pendant by John Lancaster.
$25 - $50

688 Pair of Turkish wooden and straw bath sandals.

698 Birch bark basket.
$25 - $50

$30 - $50

699 Asian charger decorated with cranes.
$25 - $50

700 Wedding Kimono.
$25 - $50

Lot # 685

Lot # 689



$150 - $250

Four framed dragon mats.

702

Lot # 705

705 Japanese woodblock print signed Hiroshi Yoshida,
10" x 15 1/4", "Waiting for the Tide".

$100 - $150

Afghanistan chest.

706 Asian painted four panel screen.
$50 - $100

$25 - $50

707 Two Asian red lacquered offering bowls.
$25 - $50

$25 - $50

708 Oil on canvas signed Muligna, "Portrait of a Man".
$15 - $30

Lot # 703

709 Chinese watercolour of a flower.
$25 - $50

703 Chinese orange ground two handled vase, 18".

Lot # 710

710 Painting by Mr. Yip - (teacher of Stephen Lowe),
34" x 12", "Birds on blossom branch".

$100 - $200

$75 - $125

711 Chinese diorama picture, 7 1/2" x 14", "Bridge".
$25 - $50

701

712 Japanese wicker butterfly decorated tray.
$40 - $60

Lot # 704

713 Chinese hardwood stool.
$30 - $50

704 Oil on canvas signed E. Marza, 29 1/2" x 29 1/2",
"African Family".

$100 - $150

2 carvings of birds and man with headdress. (30)

719 Framed Chinese watercolour,"Flowers"
$30 - $50

$20 - $40

Lot # 720

720 Chinese watercolour signed Tiansho Pam, 11" x
13 1/2", "Light Enjoyment".

$150 - $300

$50 - $100

721 Inuit print, "Northerners".
$15 - $30

Lot # 716

722 Chinese shadow box art, "Mountain Temple.
$50 - $100

716 African late 19th. century unusual carved
blackwood chair in two pieces, 39".

723 Three African carved figure groups.
$40 - $60

$125 - $175

724 Portfolio of 15 assorted Inuit prints.
$20 - $40

714

Lot # 725

725 Set of three Chinese watercolours, 17' x 18 1/2",
"Fan Designs".

$100 - $150

717 Painting signed Roland Kakegamic '94

726 Pair of carved/painted Balinese wall plaques.
$50 - $75

$20 - $40

727 Painting signed Noah Saimawap '92.
$15 - $30

Two scrolls.

728 Oil on canvas signed J.KA, 17' x 23" -
"Fisherman".

$15 - $25

715

718 Balinese painting signed Ida BGS Alitp, 8 3/4" x 7
1/4", "Forest View".



Print of Chief Dan George.

730

Lot # 733

733 Pair of Chinese Dogs of Foo.
$50 - $75

Pair of Chinese paintings.

734 Carved, fossilized Whale vertebra.
$10 - $20

$20 - $40

Lot # 735

735 Scorpion trapped in statue.
$50 - $100

$15 - $30

736 Pre-Columbian Ocarina.
$25 - $50

Lot # 731

Lot # 737

737 Chinese "egg shell" porcelain decorated vase, 9
1/2".

$80 - $120

731 Large blue and white dragon motif tile.

738 Chinese Qing Dy Yonghzeng reign period flambe
glaze Fanghu Vase.

$15 - $30

$100 - $200

739 Thai silver & glass beaded necklace.
$100 - $200

729

740 Large brain beaded coral necklace.
$75 - $150

732 Ceramic pot with wicker bottom.

741 Synthetic beeswax bracelet and a conch shell
white lotus necklace.

$50 - $100

$10 - $20

742 Lot of ethnic items, totem, pipe, etc.

743 Cast iron Chinese fan on stand.
$40 - $60

$10 - $20


